Kindergarten
Supply List
2022-2023

1 easy to open, large backpack
Lunch box for snack and lunch

A reusable water bottle (I recommend Contigo or Yeti brand - they are long-lasting and virtually spill-proof)

1 set of over-ear headphones that have a thin straight plug. (iPad compatible)
These have a good rating [https://www.jlab.com/collections/kids](https://www.jlab.com/collections/kids) Invest in a good pair - the children will use them as they progress through LDW.)
[http://bestreviews.com/best-kids-headphones](http://bestreviews.com/best-kids-headphones) (Snugplay+, Onanoff, Artix - available on Amazon. Less than $20.00) Please label them with your child’s first and last name.

Place all of the items below in a labeled large ziplock bag. Remove the packaging from all supplies with an *

1 Children’s scissors
2 12 packs of washable markers (Crayola brand lasts)
1 box of crayons 16 or 24 count
1 pack of colored pencils/please pre-sharpen the pencils
1 12 pack of #2 pencils/please pre-sharpen the pencils
1 toolbox to hold supplies (plastic with a hinged lid approx. 12” x 5”)
2 black Dry Erase Markers *
2 black sharpies *
6 large glue sticks *
2 yellow highlighters*
1 3-Pack of Play-Doh *
1 box gallon size zipper bags

An extra set of clothing in a zipper bag (shirt, pants, underwear, socks) - label the bag with your child’s first and last name

1 TOWEL for quiet time (a regular sized bath towel is large enough.)